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The Tricephalos in the Painted Dado of the 
Church of Nova Pavlica — Possible Origin  
of Iconography References1

In the sanctuary area of the church of the Presentation of the Virgin in the Nova Pavlica 
(Serbia), under the figure of St John the Chrysostomos, there is one magnificent  representation 
of tricephalos, located in the left framed dado panel (Ill. 56). It was discovered in the painted 
layer dated before 1386. In the previous research articles, this fresco is only scarcely mentioned, 
and up to the present day there wasn’t any significant study dedicated to it. Therefore, we 
believe that it deserves an adequate attention. We intend to analyze the representation of the 
tricephalos, trace back its iconography and find possible origins of different attributes which 
shape the image of this fantastic creature. 

In previous bibliography, three authors referred to this tricephalos. 
Milorad Mihailović only states that one fantastic animal is illustrated in the sanctuary area 

of the church, simulating sculpture [4, p. 41].
Ivan M. Đorđević notices that in the frescodecoration of Nova Pavlica “we encounter few ex-

amples of the surviving antiquity”, among which the fragments of “the painted dado with human 
and animal representations”, which “suggest loans from late antique art” [3, p. 27]. He offers the 
observation that the tricephalos in the sanctuary of Nova Pavlica is “an apocaliptic, undefined, sea 
monster, created as the type at the end of the 12th century” [3, p. 38]. As the analogies, he mentions 
the “lion-Ocean” in the scene of Ascension of Christ from Kurbinovo monastery, as well as the per-
sonification of the Earth from the scene of Last Judgment from Holy Saviour church in Neredica 
and the figure of lion in the scene of Last Judgement from Gračanica [5, LXXIa].

In one statement, Branislav Cvetković refers to the said tricephalos as “Okeanos who is spit-
ting water”, not expounding his view at all [2, p. 123]. However, on the basis of the photo we 
have, we can not say whether the lion from Nova Pavlica is spurting water, because the lower 
part of the fresco is completely destroyed.  

With the aim of scrutinizing the statements we mentioned before, we will direct our own 
research towards the detailed examination of the iconography of the tricephalos from Nova 
Pavlica. Since this is the rare example of this motif in both Serbian medieval and Byzantine 
art, as well as the lack of detailed research in this field, adequate attention should be devoted 
to this particular motif.

1  The present paper contains the results of the work on the Project no. 177036 — Serbian Medieval Art 
and Its European Context — supported by the Ministry of education, science and technological development 
of the Republic of Serbia.
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If we were to divide the tricephalos from Nova Pavlica into component parts, we could say 

that it is composed out of three “mask motives”. By the term mask motif, we mean the antique 
detail in medieval painting in the form of an animal, most often a lion head or a human head 
[6, p. 308]. In many instances, one can not make a clear distinction between the lion and the 
human head.

The central figure of tricephalos in Nova Pavlica has the lion head, two horns on it, two 
ears, widely open eyes and an elongated lion nose. The appearance of the upper part of this 
central figure corresponds to the upper part of the bull in appearance. The central head 
represents the compositional center of the panel from which veins of marble stretch. Two 
young faces depicted in profile lean on the central head. These side figures are depicted in 
profile as beardless heads of youths, with hair on the head, emphasized big eyes and gaze. 
They are represented with accentuated foreheads, big noses, emphasized lips, teeth and chins, 
but without necks, so they seem to assume a caricatural form. Generally, the tricephalos has 
three heads, four eyes, three noses, three mouths, two horns and two ears. All the aforesaid 
figures are painted in a warm orange-ocher color of the marble revetment, following it up and 
continuing to it. The most prominent parts of all three faces, as well as the most accentuated 
marble veins are done in white lines. On all four sides, the dado panel is bounded with the 
rim forming a zigzag motive. It is flanked by two small red pillars with painted marble pattern 
ornaments, and above it, there is a dark blue frieze with the same painted motives of flowers 
and leaves that run along.

As one can see, the tricephalos in the dado of Nova Pavlica has quite an unusual appearance, 
and if it is to be judged by all visual details assembled into a whole, he has no perfect analogies 
in Serbian medieval art and in broader sense in the art of Byzantine world. Yet, the closest 
preserved visual analogy to the motive of tricephalos in Nova Pavlica in Serbian medieval art 
is found in the church of the Holy Apostles in Peć, in the dado in the south choir (Ill. 53) —  
[2, p. 123].

Painted representation from Holy Apostles from Peć (Ill. 53), according to the number 
of common attributes and features, truly, most closely resembles the tricephalos from Nova 
Pavlica. It is a fantastic, tricephalos mask, which except for the central face, which in Pavlica 
has the features of a lion, and in Peć of an old man, has all the other characteristics in commun: 
human, caricatural, side profiles (with hair in Nova Pavlica, however), horns on the head of 
the central tricephalos, a similar warm monochrome tone (background), in which the whole 
square field is painted. 

Beside the already mentioned statements of Ivan Đorđević, we would also like to underline 
another conclusion of his, that we find important in the context of the ancient legacy present 
in Byzantine and Serbian medieval art [3, p. 38]. Analyzing the lion masks painted on the 
capitels of Nova Pavlica, he makes the observation that the painters from this church very 
clearly expressed the idea of water deity by depicting a sea monster, “whose appearence was 
somewhere between Ocean and the lion” [3, p. 38]. If one considers the central figure of the 
tricephalos from Nova Pavlica, one may conclude that it in fact corresponds to the figure of 
the “lion-Ocean”, whose appearence resembles the one of the human and the lion. In gen-
eral traits, it is the representation of the ancient mask, which we often encounter in Byzan-
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tine and Serbian medieval wall painting as façade “ornament” on the painted architecture, as 
“ornamental decoration” of the pillars of certain stylites, or as “a marble relief ornament” of 
certain painted sarcophagi. However, one of quite unusual attributes of the central figure of 
the tricephalos from Nova Pavlica are its horns. Animals similar to the central figure of the 
tricephalos have either round or sharpened ears. 

The motif of the so called “lion-Ocean” from Kurbinovo (Ill. 54) clearly shows that this 
mythological being has horns on his head, like the figure from Nova Pavlica, which is very 
rare, thus showing an exception. We believe that the assumption that the central lion figure 
from Nova Pavlica could have got his horns as a “special attribute” of personified, allegori-
cal representation of certain “water”, whose archetype could represent Acheloo or Okeanos. 
Namely, in ancient Greek art, the representations of the river Acheloo and Okeanos were de-
picted with bull horns, while “Okeanos” was famous for his epithet “ταυρόκρανος” [1, p. 29]. 
In Nova Pavlica the lion has the attributes of a bull — horns, ears and the upper part of the 
head. Such iconography could possibly indicate that the represented creature from Nova Pav-
lica is indeed the image of water. Its distant iconographic analogies, as far as the motif of horns 
is concerned, could be found, for instance, in the personification of the sea from the scene of 
Last Judgment from Torcello [5, fig. 4]. The tricephalos from Peć could perhaps indicate that 
the central figures from Nova Pavlica and Peć represent a certain kind of “visual synonyms”. 
The Okeanos was in ancient times depicted in the form of human face with bull-horns, while 
here we see a lion with bull horns and ears. It is highly probable that the depiction of lion 
is some kind of visual synonym for the representation of the human head with horns. The 
iconography of the central figure of the tricephalos from Peć, done around the same period 
(around 1374), could lead us towards such an assumption. However, one can not say what was 
the exact meaning of this representation. We hope that further research could give an answer 
to this question.
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